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I 
ABSTRACT. In several applications at the Bureau of 
the Census and elsewhere, it is necessary to link an 
uncontrolled and perhaps garbled address on an input 
record with the .controlled and standardized repre- 
sentation of that same address on a master file of 
possible addresses. For the Bureau of the Census, 
the linking permits the association of a numerical 
geographic code--which Is present in the master file, 
but not on the input transaction record--and that 
geographic code then allows aggregation of other input 
data on the transaction record at county, city, and 
block levels. The assignment of these geographic codes 
to the input records is called geocoding. 

For some time now, the Bureau of the Census has used a 
set of computer programs to accomplish this geocoding. 
Its goal has been to automate the result that clerical 
linking at its best would produce, with the additional 
advantages of economy, speed, and consistency. The 
linking system has undergone substantial changes over 
time and continues to evolve. Early on, for example, 
the linking system gave ‘equal import to each item of 
the address in reaching a coding decision; later 
programs applied some of the fundamentals of informa- 
tion theory, such as regarding unusual messages as 
mre informative than common ones. New developments 
in information theory, statistical matching, rule- 
based systems, and artificial intellfgence all offer 
additional opportunities for improving geocoding 
procedures. This paper will sketch the first 
fifteen years of development of geocoding principles 
and methods. 



INTRODUCTION 

. 

1492 Santa Maria Way West, Yuma AZ 85364. This hypothetical 
address is so complete and perfect that one tight think it identi- 
fies a geographic location. Because, however, the bigness of the 
community to which mall is addressed tends to rub off on nearby 
businesses and residences, that address might not even be in Puma 
but out in the surrounding county. The Post Office need not be 
concerned; it can certainly find such an address on the ground and 
deliver mail. The Census Bureau finds the address a problem; it 
must aggregate data for this address with others in the same 
county, place, tract, or even block. Further, this sort of manip- 
ulation can be handled much more economically by computer if the 
location is pinpointed by fixed.length.numeric codes rather than 
by free form words and numbers in somewhat arbitrary and varying 
convention. 

For almost 30 years the Census Bureau has been seeking ways 
to use postal address information to place entities in their 
correct geographic ateas by means of a computerized system. ThiS 

paper will sketch the progress over the first half or so of that 
Period. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

The fundamental requirements for an automated system of aseo- 
ciating addresses with specific geographic codes consist of: 

(1) a geographic reference file with all levels of needed 
codes, and 

(2) computer programs which: 

(a) identify the components of the addresses to be coded 
(b) link these components to the standardized components 

in the geographic reference file. 

Our geographic reference file consists of street segments 
Identified by a stteet name and house number range within a epeci- 
fied piece of geography (i.e. , a side of a given city block or a 
street segment within a tract, etc.). The stteet segment file 1s 
generally organized by place, post office or ZIP code and is 
arranged by street name and house number range. Associated with 
each record are the necessary geographic codes identifying the 
location from the smallest geographic nrea that is identified in 
the system to the state level. The components of the street name, 
i.e., directions (North, Southeast), and ntteet types (Boulevard, 
Court, etc.) are etandatdized within the record format. 

To round out the system two essential computer programs ate 
needed. The first program is to identify the components of the 
input address, standardize the components and arrange them into a 
record format consistent with the geographic base file. The second 
program is to provide the 1Snkage to the proper geographic base 



file record through computer matching techniques and assign the 
standard geographic location identifiers or codes. 

The recond computer program can be conceived of as blocking 
and weighting. 

BKXXING 

Blocking is a process whereby potentially linkable records 
from the reference file are brought togethet ae candidates for 
attempted linking with a particular input record. Considerations 
here are twofold: to reduce the number of occasions of omission 
of the true match reference record from the reference block, and 
to hold to a reasonable level the average number of potential 
candidate .t~at 5;’ p * “;e connid[rred w? Li ~,.I- * (1 !rlprrt. 
As a notable amount of the computer ti,,:l.. in an automated linkage 
system will be de\ ".dd to the detaile>’ t.aparisons of ;:?i.r of 

. records, a significant measure of the efficiency of the system in 
terms of cost pet linkage for a specified accuracy must be this 
ratio of productive to unproductive comparisons. The comparfson 
cqpdidates ust be reduced to but a small block from the original 
large reference file. 

The 1967 Economic Census Address Coding System, in aiming to 
code to street segment ot tract, compared an unscrambled or stand- 
ardized version (wherein each component was identified) of the 
response address to that block of reference file records which 
had been sorted into the same three-digit ZIP code and SOUNDEX 
code (a phonetic translation of street name). That sort produced 
an average block size of 14 records. Further, the response house 
number was required to be within the range indicated on at least 
one of these reference file candidates. This brought the average 
(sub) block size to about two records. The blocks conceptually 
will always include the record which is equivalent to “none of 
these”, and linkage with that record will be described as “inabil- 
ity to code”. 

A word about SOUNDEX is in order. One would not use SOUNDEX 
or any other compression scheme for that ratter unless it had been 
determined that certain apparent distinctions were not teal dis- 
tinctions. Miller and Hueller will be blocked together under code 
n460. Catruthers and Catouthets will be blocked together as C636. 
Unfortunately, Carter will also be C636. So some information or 
discriminating power is willfully discarded as spurious. In terms 
of the entropy measures used in information theory, SOUNDEX has 
one half to two thirds the information content of the full name. 

<But the technique of compression is introduced because it blocks 
together many’of the common types of spelling errors and abbrevi- 
ations that occur* 

WEIGHTING 

Actually, one might simply observe for any pair of records 
being compared, how many of the total components agree and how 



ropry diragrce. By inference, this would give equal import to each 
component, and vae in fact the basis of the 1963 version of the 
coding oyster. That worked eurprieingly well on the whole, coding 
70 percent of the input with only 2.5 percent in error, but wasted 
the dircrimfnating power of Borne fields and field values which are 
measurably more informative than others. 

Aa an example, ruppose that in the files for a census or other 
application l/l6 of the records have “Boulevard” in the STRRET 
TTPE field, while l/4 of the records show “Avenue” in that same 
field. The odds against a random or accidental agreement with 
those two particulars are 16:l and 4:l respectively. For “Circle”, 
those odds might be 512:l. To convert such odds to weighting 
factors, it was convenient (and consistent with tradition in infor- 
letion theory) to use Xogs to the base 2, that is, a measure of 
“bite” of infohL:..J-irL A~L,A~~~,. .,- I T,’ l..31iles J {ji; listed 
would therefore (~-*~~FPwB~ weights ,>I F-4 ~3, and +9. 

Disagreements might be expected to carry negative weight. 
And, of course, a field which is rarely in disagreement for truly 
matched records rust receive a much greater negative weight than 
one which is known to commonly disagree even in true matches. 

Positive and negative weights may be computed by the same 
formula, which we will detail later but which examines the relative 
frequencies in matched pairs and random pairs, respectively. 

Each individual field within the record will have attached to 
it a measure of the probability of random agreement between two 
records, so that the probability of random agreement of any combi- 
nation of the fields forming the comparison pair can be computed, 
and by subtraction, the probability of the pair referring to the 
same entity. 

Unless the values of a field are evenly distributed throughout 
the population known to the system and encountered by it, the weight 
which can be attached to a particular field value will depend upon 
its distribution, since the more frequent its occurrence the more 
probable is agreement in records compared at random. 

It might seem ideal to have a specific weight for every pos- 
sible combination of field values for every field. As a practical 
matter that cannot be accomplished, and the theory is appropriate 
whether it is applied to agreements in the STREET NAME field 
without the name even being specified, or to a detailed table of 
weights for “Circle”, “Plaza”, and whatever other values occur as 
STREET TYPES. 

Say that ai is a particular value in the lth field of a 
record from the input file. Likewise Bi is the corresponding 
value 

f 
n a record in the reference block. 

the it 
We might know that if 

field is STREET NAME, ai = Bi about 88 percent of the 
time In records which should truly match. It is not 100 percent 



because errors occur in spelling on one or both files. Further, 
we know that 44 percent of the time records in the reference block 
agree (i.e. i - i) with the input even though they should not 
truly be matched. This is because 'Tenley Court" and "Tenley 
Circle" are often in the same block. That is, they agree on STREET 
NAME by mere coincidence. When we observe agreement in the STREET 
NAME field we can assign the weight log2 (.88/.44) = +l. 

Notationally, let: 

M <=> the state of nature that the records are true matches 
3 <=> the state of nature that the records are not true 
matches 

In decisSb$: :.irtio;~ ^,eirninology, A.. :,,ive pe, cormed ai7 c;lx+;.f,- 
ment in order to gain some insight as to whether M or fl is the 
existing stat, 0 of nature, and the observed result of our experi- 
ment is a particular outcome, i. In this application our 
observed result is the canparison pair ( i, i) and that equates 
t0 i. 

* 
Ue are interested in what the conditional probability of this 

outcae might be, given that M is the state of nature. Symbolic- 
ally that is: 

Pi1 = PI f IN (1) 

Naturally, we will wish to compare that with the conditional 
probability of the same outcome given that m is the state of 
nature: 

Pi2 = P( iIW (2) 

PiI is the probability that this particular pattern of paired 
components for a canparison pair (some components may agree, some 
disagree) would be observed were M true, and Pi2 is the probability 
of obtaining those configurations were M the prevailing state of 
nature. 

It is reasonable to canpare these two probabilities in the 
form of a ratio: 

Li t PilIPi2 (3) 

Here we depart slightly from decision theory concepts into 
infonation theory by utilizing the log2 Li across all fields of 
the record to obtain an overall log L. Adding log2 weights 
assunes that the values in one fiel i are independent of the values 
in every other field in the record, rather than that a STREET TYPE 
of "Court" implies somewhat strongly a DIRECTION of "North". 

Then, according to the theory, if L exceeds some value T , 
(T2 > l), the hypothesis M is accepted. If the value of L fa 1s ? 
below TI (TI < l), the hypothesis M is accepted. 



Note that there la 8 region between-T1 end T2 where no deci- 
sion would be mde to fevor either M or X. When this non-decision 
area ia allowed, it ia poaaible to l et T1 or T2 l o that l tipulated 
error levels of Type I end Type 11 will not be exceeded. A ‘pgpe I 
error la corrmitted In rejecting H when it la In fact the case, end 
l Type II error is in l ccepting I4 when it la not the true atate of 
nature. 

RebtiVO 
Frequencies 

Figure 1 

ThreWold 

-10 -6 0 

Weights 

+6 +10 

In practice, the luxury of this undecided area was .not allowed 
and only one cut value, T, which was called the threshold was used. 
This threshold should be set on the basis of the coat function for 
the application, i.e. the cost of Type I error relative to a Type 
11 error, and the average site block produced by the earlier file 
blocking. Specifically, the conditional probability that a compar- 
ison configuration, y, la a valid match, la related to L and 
average block size, B, as follows: 

l+L 
mqr) - (4) 

B+L -- 

This fotulation assumes that each block does indeed contain the 
record which should be a valid link to the input. Say that our 
coat/risk computationa.had convinced us we could afford to link if 
the odda for a true match were 3:l or better. Solving the equation 
above, we would conclude that condition la met (remember B = 2) 
whenever L 2 2, that la, log2 L 2 1. That provides ua with a 
threshold of T = 1. 



Note that there lo a region between-T1 and Tp where no deci- 
rion would he made to favor either H or H. When this non-decision 
area ir allowed, it la possible to set Tl or T2 so that stipulated 
error levels of Type I and Type II will not be exceeded. A SPe 1 
error is committed in rejecting H when it is in fact the case, and 
a Type II error is in accepting U when it is not the true state of 
nature. 
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In practice, the luxury of this undecided area was not allowed 
and only one cut value, T, which was called the threshold was used. 
This threshold should be set on the basis of the cost function for 
the application, i.e. the cost of Type I error relative to a Type 
II error, and the average size block produced by the earlier file 
blocking. Specifically , the conditional probability that a compar- 
ison configuration, Y, is a valid match, is related to L and 
average block size, B, as follows: _ 

1 +L 
WlY) - (4) 

B+L 

This formulation assumes that each block does indeed contain the 
record which should be a valid link to the input. Say that our 
cost/risk computations had convinced us we could afford to link if 
the odds for a true match were 3:l or better. Solving the equation 
above, we would conclude that condition is met (remember B = 2) 
whenever L 12, that is, log2 L 2 1. That provides us wfth a 
threshold of T - 1. 



The corparlron between the input and record 1 of the block meets 
the required threshold (total weight) value of +l, but the compar- 
iron with record 2 does not. Our decision is to link record 1 and 
its l asoclated geographic codes with this input. 

The disagreement between street types might give some pause, 
but recall that these are the only two explicit candidates; the 
l ltematlve is to leave the record uncoded. If our computations 
uere valid, we will be correct three times out of four in taking 
ouch a risk, and even more often if we observe higher totals than 
+l. 

CHRONOLOCY AND SYSTEM VARIATIONS 

We have already touched on this experience in passing. The 
major development in automating the geographic coding of postal 
addresses was accomplished during the 1963 Economic Censuses. An 
Address Reference File consisting of street segment records within 
census tracts was constructed for areas serviced by post offices 
located in cities of is,000 or more population. In addition, a 
Building Reference File was developed as an adjunct to the Address 
Reference File for coding non-street name/house number type of 
addresses such as motels, hotels, buildings, etc. 

In the unscrambler, each word in the city-state portion was 
identified, standardized and placed in the proper field of the 
formatted record. The computer then moved to the house number- 
street name portion and identified street type, direction, building 
type, house number and street name. The street types, directions 
and building types were standardized and all components were 
transferred to become part of the reformatted record. The logic 
for identifying the address components In the computer process 
involved a left orientation and recognition of each character on 
an address line, including such symbols as hyphens, periods, 
commas and spaces. The program accepted letters and numbers but 
discarded commas and periods in order to form separate words and 
identified each space between groups of characters as distinguish- 
ing the end or beginning of a word or component. 

In the coding phase, the standardized and reformatted input 
address was matched to its corresponding street segment record in 
the Address Reference File or a Building Reference File. The 1963 
rules for matching required that two words, street name and house 
number within a post office and postal zone match those of the 
Address Reference File. If the street name matched and the house 
number range was unique (1. e. , it did not duplicate or overlap 
other house number ranges for the same street name of different 
records in the reference file) the computer assigned the geographic 
codes. 

lailure to met the conditton of a unique identification 
resulted in the computer application of a point system. As the 



computer compared each word on the street portion of the input 
address to the Addreas Reference File record, a point was assigned 
for ratch of each of the following components: (1) primary street 
type, (2) recondary rtreet type, (3) primary direction, (4) recond- 
l ry direction, (5) postal zone, and (6) side of street (odd or 
even). The record in the Address Reference File that received the 
highest number of points vas used to assign the geographic codes. 
In case of a tie the input address was rejected for manual coding. 
In case of building name type addresses, the building name was 
matched to the Building Reference File and the house number and 
street name were transferred to the incoming record and then run 
against the Addreas Reference File for actual coding. 

1967 Economic Ceneus*tem .-- 

The Address Reference File for the 1967 Economic Censuses 
was modified to incorporate the ZIP code information and to include 
building names, thus eliminating a separate building name file. 
In addition, the Mdreas Reference File was expanded to include 
street segments for all cities down to 2500 population size. 

* 
The computer logic of identifying, standardizing and format- 

ting of input addresses was practically the same as that used in 
the 1963 operation described above. 

The scoring system for matching components between the address 
and those of the reference file was improved over that used in the 
1963 processing along the information theoretic lines shown in the 
prior section on weighting. Over A,OOO,OOO records were processed 
and 70 percent of the addresses were linked and coded. This is 
approximately the same proportion as in the earlier 1963 experi- 
ence. However, Type I error was reduced by nearly 90 percent and 
the Type II error by over 80 percent. 

1968 Developments in the New Haven Census Use Studies 

As part of the test procedures carried out in the New Haven 
test census, an Address Coding Guide and DINE (Dual Independent 
Hap Encodlng),file were developed for the SMSA. Both of these 
files consisted of street segments (i.e., street name and house 
number ranges for block sides). The DINE file contained added 
information on intersection identification, block pairs and direc- 
tion, neceseary for computerized mapping. A generalized set of 
computer programs was also developed to facilitate the linkage of 
local addresses to either of the reference files to automatically 
code the location to block face, block, etc. 

In creating the linkage programs (titled AIMATCH) for the New 
Raven applications, use was.made of the 1963 and 1967 developments. 
The AIBiATCH aystem also consisted of two basic programs, namely, 
(1) an unscrambler and (2) a linkage of the input address to the 
reference file record. 



A feature of thir unecrambler wae the availability of street 
name variants. The ueer could opt to have street names of incoming 
addresses compared to all street name variants stored in the un- 
scrambler. If the address contained a variant rpelllng of a given 
street which was stored in the unscrambler, this program inserted 
the standard street name for use in the linkage program. 

The linkage or matching program was simpler than the unscram- 
bler and also had options for the users application. These options 
ranged from complete and exact match to street name only match. 
Under the most l tringent option, the coding rate for addresses 
from the various local l dminlstratlve records was generally in the 
range of 70 to 80 percent. In those cases where all components 
of the incoming address exist, the coding resulting from the 
ltnk-sqe opern~+~~ was almost error free, As the Ievel of require- 
ments for detrCtiEkPng a match was reduced, eodfrkg ~dte rose, but 
the degree of equivocation increased. 

. As ADHATCH was designed for local use, it is somewhat superior 
in that application, but for national scale use the Economic Census 
Ceocoder is luch more practical. In a broader test (called CAMEL) 
which took place in 1975-1976, and using a commercially acquired 
mailing list against the CBF/ DIME file, ADMATCH strict option 
coded 81 percent of the records with almost nil error, against 92 
percent coding and a one percent error from the Economic Census 
Coding system. Six percent of the records in that input file were 
not even codable clerically. 

Unimat ch 

At least passing note should be given to another matching 
system developed about 1971 at the Bureau, UNIMATCH. It was 
designed as a laboratory tool to simulate existing or contemplated 
matching algorithms on an IBM computer. It 1s so general in nature 

that it has emulated the performance of both ADMATCH and the Eco- 
nomic Census system quite accurately, but UNIMATCH can also do 
person-matching or many other types of matching. There is a stand- 

ardizer companion salled UNISTAN which we lack space to discuss 
here. 

1972 and 1977 Economic Censuses 

Pretests were run for the 1972 and 1977 Censuses and modifica- 
tions in weights were made for the new files. There was something 

of a swing toward risk taking in 1972 coding and away from it for 
1977. The coding was about 80 percent in 1972 with a 5 percent 
error. Also, a string comparator technique on Post Office name 
was introduced in 1976. 

Becent Decennial Censuses 

The block face reference file developed specifically for use 
in the 1970 Census was called the address coding guide (ACG). The 



aame contractor who provided the ACG supplied also the basic 
address mailing list with identical numerical codes across files 
for rtreet namasg Linking was quite rtraight-forward and did not 
require a probabillrtlc #chew as deocribed in this paper. 

The 1980 Decennial Cenruo did not use the same files that had 
been used in 1970, l o much direct numeric links were not feasible. 
However, determlnlatic coding was the policy. Mdress records 
uhlch did not exactly ratch the new CBF/DIME file were clustered 
by comon attribute and recycled (somewhat as in ADMATCH) after 
reference file or input had been perfected. Some addresses were 
recycled reveral times but the end quality of the data was high. 

Because of both the quantity and sources of records involved 
and the requirement for fine level coding, the Decennial Census 
5 P” Phto*6m enr- *, c :~~,P~p~ ???e -f 0% ?f prohnhilisti c computer coding. 

CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS _oI_ 
. 

The basic technology for automatically linking street name and 
house number type addresses to geographic base files has been de- 
veloped to a fair degree of sophistication. The programs give the 
Appearance of making intelligent choices and produce outcomes com- 
parable to those that trained human coders accomplish. 

It is sometimes said that the Japanese are not original or 
creative in the fields of cameras, automobiles, and computers; 
they merely apply existing theory. That may be so, but many of 
us choose Japanese products in these areas. Similarly, no new 
theory has been developed for this application. It has been bor- 
rowed selectively from information theory, decision theory (or 
hypothesis testing if you are a statistician instead of an 
operations researcher), probability theory, and even phonetics. 
Nonetheless, the result is a useful one, even in other matching 
problems where it has been tried, such as person matching. 

Our studies have repeatedly shown that the major number of 
both uncoded records and falsely coded records are explained by 
inadequacies of the reference and input files. We do not expect 
decisive improvement in either standardization or linking programs. 
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In practice, the luxury of this undecided area was not allowed 
and only one cut value, T, which was called the threshold was used. 
This threshold should be set on the basis of the cost function for 
the application, i.e. the cost of Type I error relative to a ‘Type 
II error, and the average size block produced by the earlier file 
blocking. Specifically, the conditional probability that a coxpar- 
ison configuration, Y, is a valid match, is related to L and 
average block size, B, as follows: 

1 +L 
PoqY) - (4) 

B+L -- 

This forulation assumes that each block does indeed contain the 
: record which rhould be a valid link to the input. Say that our 

cost/risk computations.had convinced us we could afford to link if 
the odds for a true match were 3:l or better. Solving the equation 
above, we would conclude that condition is met (remember B - 2) 
whenever L 2 2, that is, log2 L 2 1. That provides us with a 
threshold of T - 1. 


